Neuroimaging brainstem circuitry supporting cardiovagal response to pain: a combined heart rate variability/ultrahigh-field (7 T) functional magnetic resonance imaging study
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Central autonomic control nuclei in the brainstem have been difficult to evaluate non-invasively in humans. We applied ultrahigh-field (7 T) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and the improved spatial resolution it affords (1.2 mm isotropic), to evaluate putative brainstem nuclei that control and/or sense pain-evoked cardiovagal modulation (high-frequency heart rate variability [HF-HRV] instantaneously estimated through a point-process approach). The time-variant HF-HRV signal was used to guide the general linear model analysis of neuroimaging data. Sustained (6 min) pain stimulation reduced cardiovagal modulation, with the most prominent reduction evident in the first 2 min. Brainstem nuclei associated with pain-evoked HF-HRV reduction were previously implicated in both autonomic regulation and pain processing. Specifically, clusters consistent with the rostral ventromedial medulla, ventral nucleus reticularis (Rt)/nucleus ambiguus (NAmb) and pontine nuclei (Pn) were found when contrasting sustained pain versus rest. Analysis of the initial 2-min period identified Rt/NAmb and Pn, in addition to clusters consistent with the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus/nucleus of the solitary tract and locus coeruleus. Combining high spatial resolution fMRI and high temporal resolution HF-HRV allowed for a non-invasive characterization of brainstem nuclei, suggesting that nociceptive afference induces pain-processing brainstem nuclei to function in concert with known premotor autonomic nuclei in order to affect the cardiovagal response to pain.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, a growing number of studies have investigated the role of different cortical and subcortical brain regions involved in autonomic control during a variety of different tasks and sensory stimuli, and our recent neuroimaging meta-analysis has summarized the diversity of brain regions supporting differential control of the central autonomic network (CAN) [1]. For example, while the amygdala, insula and mid-cingulate cortices were found to form the core of the CAN, regional specificity was found when comparing sympathetic and parasympathetic control networks, as well as when comparing central autonomic response with different tasks and stimuli, such as pain. While the telencephalic and diencephalic circuitry supporting autonomic outflow has been imaged in previous studies, the brainstem circuitry—which includes several important premotor and modulatory autonomic nuclei—has proved more difficult to investigate.

The brainstem acts as a relay and processing station between the spinal cord, cerebellum and neocortex. It contains vital nodes of many functional systems in the central nervous system, including the visual, auditory, gustatory, vestibular, somatic and visceral senses, as well as the autonomic nervous system (ANS). Despite this indisputable importance, the brainstem has been largely neglected in attempts to measure or model brain functions, especially in human neuroscience. One reason for this neglect is that the anatomical characteristics of the brainstem—specifically, its close vicinity to large arteries and ventricles, high levels of physiological noise driven by cardiac pulsatility, the proximity to a steep magnetic susceptibility gradient produced by the air–tissue boundary posterior to the oral cavity and the small size of its nuclei—present inherent challenges to neuroimaging analysis, including functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Spatial resolution and the signal- or contrast-to-noise ratio, especially using 1.5 T, are typically inadequate for precise brainstem evaluation. Nevertheless, the field of brainstem functional imaging has significantly advanced in recent years, largely due to the development of new investigation and analysis tools that facilitate studying this critical brain structure [2]. Ultrahigh-field fMRI, which allows for improved signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution, promises to further our understanding of brainstem and ANS physiology.

Pain is a strong modulator of the ANS, and autonomic dysfunction has been linked with clinically relevant parameters in chronic pain patients, such as fibromyalgia and migraine populations [3–7]. A number of studies have demonstrated that evoked pain stimuli induce increased sympathetic and/or decreased parasympathetic outflows using indirect measures such as heart rate (HR) [8–10], heart rate variability (HRV) [11,12] and skin conductance [13,14]. It is possible that pain-processing nuclei in the brainstem may also be linked with autonomic premotor nuclei, contributing to central autonomic control and to autonomic dysfunction in chronic pain.
patients. Exploring the interactions between pain and autonomic modulation in the brainstem is thus highly relevant to clinical applications.

In this study, we use ultrahigh-magnetic-field (7 T) fMRI, a technology with a high signal-to-noise ratio, allowing for improved spatial resolution for an ANS/fMRI analysis focused on the brainstem. Our recent studies have successfully integrated peripheral ANS recordings and fMRI data [15,16] to identify the purported central control regions for autonomic outflow. Our goal here is to investigate specific brainstem nuclei involved in the processing of a strong modulator of autonomic activity, namely evoked pain.

2. Material and methods

Eleven healthy right-handed subjects (8 males, 3 females, 33 ± 4 years old, mean ± s.d.) were enrolled in the study. All experiments took place at the Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging in Charlestown, MA, USA.

(a) Experimental protocol

Subjects experienced fMRI scan runs under a resting or sustained pain condition. For sustained pain, a deep pain sensation was induced by inflating a pressure cuff placed on the subjects’ left lower leg (gastrocnemius muscle). Inflation commenced just before each sustained pain run. Prior to the imaging session, the pressure was percept-matched between subjects by asking each subject to signal to the experimenter inflating the cuff when pain was first perceived and then when the pain sensation would be rated as 40 on a scale ranging from 0 (meaning ‘no pain’) to 100 (meaning ‘the most intense pain tolerable’). The calibration procedure was repeated at least three times, and the resulting pressure values were then averaged, in order to ensure a robust estimation. As scans were 6 min in duration, for safety reasons, subjects were instructed to slightly move the toes on their right foot should the pain sensation become too strong during the scan run. This would signal to the investigator to reduce the pressure by 10 mmHg. During the session, participants underwent five fMRI scan runs—three resting-state (hereinafter, REST) runs and two sustained pain stimulation runs (PAIN)—randomized in order and lasting 6 min each. At the end of each PAIN run, subjects were asked to rate the experienced pain intensity on the same 0–100 scale used in the calibration procedure. Ratings were collected retrospectively (i.e. at the end of each PAIN run) regarding both the average pain intensity during the entire run as well as the pain intensities related to three 2-min consecutive windows (initial, middle and final, i.e. each one-third of the entire scan run). Finally, subjects were also asked to rate their average level of anxiety during the PAIN run, on a scale ranging from 0, meaning ‘not anxious’, to 100, meaning ‘very anxious’.

(b) Magnetic resonance imaging and autonomic data collection

Whole-brain blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI data were collected on a Siemens 7 T whole-body scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using a custom-built 32-channel receive array and birdcage transmit coil [17]. Functional data were acquired with gradient-echo single-shot echo-planar imaging (EPI) using a blipped-controlled aliasing in parallel imaging (blipped-CAIPI) simultaneous multi-slice acquisition [18] with multi-band factor 2 and the following parameters: 1.2 × 1.2 mm in-plane resolution (field of view = 192 × 192 mm²), 126 oblique sagittal slices, 1.2 mm slice thickness, repetition time (TR) = 3.5 s, echo time (TE) = 23 ms, flip angle = 80°, no partial Fourier, band width = 1562 Hz pix⁻¹, effective echo-spacing = 0.19 ms, using $R = 4$ in-plane (generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA)) acceleration calibrated with 128 fast low-angle excitation echo-planar technique (FLEET) reference lines [19]. In each run, 100 time-series measurements were acquired. For anatomical reference datasets, distortion-matched T1-weighted EPI data (using TR = 8 s, TE = 23 ms, flip angle = 90°, 7/8 partial Fourier) were acquired with a slab-selective adiabatic frequency-offset corrected inversion (FOCI) and a permutation of the temporal ordering of slice acquisition to
achieve 20 inversion times per slice [20]. T1 values were fitted to these inversion recovery curves to produce a T1 map for the image volume, from which a synthetic T1-weighted volume closely resembling the contrast of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template was generated [21]. Concurrent with BOLD data, peripheral autonomic physiological signals were collected at 400 Hz using a 16-channel Powerlab DAQ System (ADInstruments, Colorado Springs, CO, USA) and the Chart Data Acquisition Software (ADInstruments) running on a conventional Windows OS laptop. In order to estimate the timings of cardiac contraction, a piezo-electric pulse transducer was placed on the index finger of the right hand to record the cardiac pulse signal via blood pressure fluctuation. Respiration was monitored through a custom-built pneumatic belt placed around the subjects’ chest/abdomen. Low-compliance tubing connected this belt to an air pressure transducer (PX138-0.3D5 V; Omegadyne, Inc., Sunbury, OH, USA), thereby producing voltage data that corresponded to changes in respiratory volume [22]. Of the original 55 scan runs (11 subjects, five runs per subject), four were discarded due to low-quality pulse pressure signals.

(c) Data preprocessing

(i) Physiological data

Pulse pressure signals were annotated through an automated method followed by manual adjustment, in order to obtain correct peak detection. Beat-to-beat intervals were then fed into a point-process algorithm used to develop local likelihood HR estimation, in order to compute instantaneous estimates of HR and HRV. The previously validated approach models the stochastic structure assumed to generate the pulse pressure peaks as a history-dependent inverse Gaussian process, as its explicit probability density is derived directly from an elementary, physiologically based integrate-and-fire model [23]. The mean of the beat-to-beat interval lengths is modelled as a linear function of the last k beat-to-beat intervals, and this allows for the estimation of the dependence of such intervals on the recent history of parasympathetic and sympathetic inputs to the sinoatrial (SA) node of the heart. Finally, from this set of k regressive coefficients, the total spectral power was computed, and the low-frequency (LF-HRV, 0.04–0.15 Hz) and high-frequency (HF-HRV, 0.15–0.5 Hz) spectral components were extracted. This approach offers the advantage of estimating the dynamics of the model parameters, and, consequently, the time-varying behaviour of the spectral indices, at any time resolution. Thus, the temporal resolution of the HRV index was set to match the temporal resolution of the fMRI signal time series, as detailed below.

As in our previous work [16], the instantaneous HF-HRV index was chosen as a metric for parasympathetic activity, in order to evaluate the modulation induced by sustained pain stimulation on cardiovagal outflow. Furthermore, the adopted point-process approach also provided instantaneous HR estimation. Both HR and HF-HRV series were estimated using a fixed model order k = 8, every $\Delta t = 2$ ms, low-pass filtered at 0.14 Hz, and resampled at the fMRI TR time points. Each HF-HRV power series went through an additional thresholding below the 98th percentile, in order to remove outlier time-series values, and to normalize the time series to a common peak, thus enhancing sensitivity to the full-range dynamics. The resulting signal was then used as a regressor in the general linear model (GLM) fMRI analysis (see below).

For respiratory data, the maxima and minima for each breathing cycle were identified through an automated method followed by manual adjustment of the respiratory signal, and the changes in the respiration volume per time (RVT) were estimated as in [24], in order to include a regressor of no interest related to respiration activity in the GLM design matrix (see below).

(ii) Magnetic resonance imaging data

The fMRI data were preprocessed using the Oxford Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB) Software Library (FSL; v. 5.0.6) and Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) [25]. A first preprocessing stage included image-based retrospective correction (RETOICOR), slice timing correction (using a script developed in-house in order to take into account the simultaneous multi-slice acquisition of our dataset), motion correction and brain extraction. Then,
a spatial preprocessing step was performed, consisting of affine coregistration and nonlinear warping of the T1-weighted EPI to the nonlinear version of the ICBM152 MNI template. The estimated transform matrices were then inverted, in order to be applied to a brainstem mask originally defined in the ICBM152 MNI space, and to transform this mask to the individual functional space. This step was performed in order to mask and retain only the brainstem region from the whole-brain BOLD data, thus reducing the volume of interest in the fMRI analysis and masking out vascular and other non-parenchymal structures surrounding the brainstem, known to be heavily affected by physiological noise [26]. The brainstem mask was taken from Beissner et al. [26]. It comprised the entire medulla, pons and mesencephalon and was based on grey and white matter tissue maps of the ICBM152 template thresholded at a tissue probability of 0.9. Finally, minimal spatial smoothing (full width at half maximum (FWHM) = 2 mm) was applied to the BOLD data.

(d) Data analysis

We first evaluated autonomic physiological data to assess whether sustained deep pain altered autonomic activity. Mean HR, HR variance (HRvar), LF-HRV and HF-HRV power, LF/HF ratio and respiration rates were averaged over sessions and across subjects for both REST and PAIN conditions, and statistically tested in order to evaluate the presence of significant differences between the two conditions. As a second step, the indices showing significant changes (i.e. a significant difference between REST and PAIN conditions) were evaluated in the initial, middle and final 2-min windows of the entire 6-min run, in order to estimate temporal variability across the entire 6-min run and identify potential time frames during which a stronger effect was induced. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test evaluated Gaussianity of the data, and subsequent statistical analyses were performed accordingly. All post hoc comparisons were Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons, and the statistical significance threshold was set at \( p = 0.05 \).

The purported brainstem control nuclei supporting cardiovagal modulation in response to deep pain were obtained using the HF-HRV power series as a regressor of interest in a GLM analysis. The preprocessed parasympathetic measure was convolved with a canonical gamma haemodynamic response function (HRF; SD = 3 s, mean lag = 6 s). In addition to HF-HRV power, two regressors of no interest (cardiac and respiratory activity) were also included in the design matrix, as follows. The HR time series, resampled at the TR of the fMRI acquisition, were convolved with a specific cardiac response function [27] known to reflect the generalized pulsatile artefact resulting from the cardiac contraction pressure wave. Similarly, respiration-related artefacts were reduced by convolving the RVT series with a specific respiration response function [28], and including the result in the design matrix as a second confound regressor. Statistical parametric mapping was carried out using the fMRI Expert Analysis Tool (FEAT v. 6.00; FSL). In the first-level analysis, separate subject-level GLMs were evaluated for each run, for a total of 51 estimations. Parameter estimates derived from each REST and PAIN run were then normalized to MNI space and passed up, with their variances, to second-level fixed-effects analyses for each subject, in order to obtain individual statistical maps for the two examined conditions (leading to 22 second-level estimates). Finally, two group-level mixed-effects analyses (FMRIB’s Local Analysis of Mixed Effects (FLAME), FEAT, FSL) [29] produced separate statistical maps for both the REST and PAIN conditions. Furthermore, a REST versus PAIN difference map was evaluated using a paired \( t \)-test.

Following the results of the 2-min windows analysis of physiological data, BOLD series were similarly split and the same three-level analysis was implemented for specific windows showing a significant effect for HF-HRV modulation. All resultant statistical brainstem maps noted above were corrected for multiple comparisons and family-wise error with a cluster-forming threshold of \( Z = 2.3 \) and cluster-corrected at \( p < 0.05 \).

In the 2-min windows analyses, for both autonomic physiological data and ANS/fMRI, we chose to compare PAIN periods with the correspondent REST periods (e.g. initial 2 min of PAIN versus initial 2 min of REST). Thus, in order to rule out potential carry-over effects of pressure
from the preceding PAIN condition on the initial 2-min of REST, both physiological and fMRI data were first tested for the presence of significant variations due to time.

3. Results

(a) Psychophysical and physiological results

All subjects tolerated the sustained pain stimulation procedure. Pressure values used to evoke a deep pain sensation rated as 40 on a scale from 0 to 100 in the PAIN runs ranged between 100 and 240 mmHg (171.82 ± 50.75 mmHg, mean ± s.d.). The pressure estimated through the calibration procedure was used in both PAIN runs or reduced by 10 mmHg in the second run when requested by the subject. Two subjects signalled to reduce the pressure by 10 mmHg during the run. One subject asked for a substantial reduction of pressure (−90 mmHg) for the second PAIN run. This same subject also reported the highest levels of anxiety (60/100 in the first PAIN run, 55/100 in the second run) relative to any other subject and with respect to the average anxiety rating (19.69 ± 22.25), which demonstrated that on average subjects experienced only mild levels of anxiety during scanning.

The average pain ratings (0–100 scale) were significantly higher in the first PAIN run than in the second run (first PAIN run: 49.44 ± 9.45; second PAIN run: 44.62 ± 7.05, paired t-test, p < 0.05), but no significant differences were found when comparing ratings relative to the consecutive 2-min time windows (first PAIN run: initial 2 min, 45.94 ± 11.72; middle 2 min, 45.62 ± 9.29; final 2 min, 49.69 ± 11.61; second PAIN run: initial 2 min, 43.12 ± 11.93; middle 2 min, 42.5 ± 8.45; final 2 min, 44.37 ± 8.63). Interestingly, a significant reduction in anxiety level was found between the two PAIN runs (first PAIN run: 22.50 ± 22.52; second PAIN run: 16.87 ± 23.13, paired t-test, p < 0.05), thus suggesting that the reduction in average perceived pain intensity in the second run could be due to a reduction in the anxiety level, or vice versa. Finally, no significant effect for time window was found in the consecutive 2-min ratings, thus allowing us to exclude any temporal summation or adaptation mechanisms in the examined group.

Kolmogorov–Smirnov testing demonstrated lack of Gaussianity for all the autonomic indices considered (HR, HRvar, LF-HRV power, HF-HRV power, LF/HF ratio and respiration rate), thus subsequent statistical analyses were carried out using non-parametric tests. For the initial 6-min run analysis, autonomic indices were compared between REST and PAIN through a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (table 1). A significant decrease during PAIN with respect to REST was found only for HF-HRV power (REST: 1330.89 (336.85;2134.77) ms²; PAIN: 1012.75 (306.51;1383.3) ms²; median (interquartile range; IQR), p = 0.042) (figure 1a). An Ansari–Bradley test also showed a significant reduction in the dispersion of HF-HRV values in PAIN runs with respect to REST (p < 0.001), demonstrating that a decrease in fluctuation amplitude accompanies the reduction in median values. No significant changes were found for any other indices.

Given the significant effect induced by pain on our index for cardiovagal modulation, we also inspected HF-HRV power for the 2-min time windows, thus dividing the 6-min runs into three consecutive timeframes (‘initial’, ‘middle’ and ‘final’). A significant effect of time window was confirmed through a Skillings–Mack test [30], used as a substitute for the Friedman test in the presence of an unbalanced design (p < 0.001). A first set of post hoc comparisons found a lack of significant differences among the three 2-min segments of HF-HRV power during REST, supporting a lack of any potential carry-over effect from preceding PAIN stimulations. Subsequent post hoc comparisons showed a significant decrease in HF-HRV power during PAIN with respect to REST in the first 2-min interval (initial-REST: 1486.42(348.66;2409.64) ms²; initial-PAIN: 890.88(282.6;1581.12) ms², p < 0.05). No significant differences were found for the second (middle-REST: 1389.44(338.72;2042.82) ms²; middle-PAIN: 1119.44(291.03;1370.09) ms²) or the third time window (final-REST: 1125.82(325.03;2128.66) ms²; final-PAIN: 917.13(365.57;1246.99) ms²) (figure 1b).
Figure 1. (a) Cardiovagal (HF-HRV) response to pain (compared with rest) for the entire 6-min run demonstrated reduced HF-HRV power during PAIN. (b) HF-HRV response to pain (compared with rest), evaluated in three consecutive 2-min windows across the entire run, demonstrated reduced HF-HRV power during PAIN for the initial 2-min period only. *p < 0.05; statistical significance testing was Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons.

Table 1. Median and interquartile range for autonomic indices during the REST runs and the PAIN runs. Significantly different values (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05) between REST and PAIN are reported in italics. bpm, beats per minute; HR, heart rate; HRvar, HR variance; LF-HRV, low-frequency component of heart rate variability; HF-HRV, high-frequency component of heart rate variability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>REST</th>
<th>PAIN</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HR (bpm)</td>
<td>62.85 (60.48;72)</td>
<td>64.22 (60.75;72.6)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRvar (bpm²)</td>
<td>4.04 (2.82;5.49)</td>
<td>3.16 (2.76;3.83)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF-HRV (ms²)</td>
<td>1046.59 (536.98;1405.36)</td>
<td>503.00 (333.93;1367.05)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF-HRV (ms²)</td>
<td>1330.89 (336.85;2134.77)</td>
<td>1012.74 (306.51;1383.3)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF/HF</td>
<td>4.50 (1.23;5.55)</td>
<td>1.61 (0.91;2.75)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>respiration (resp/min)</td>
<td>15.32 (13;18.69)</td>
<td>14.23 (13.63;16.59)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Autonomic nervous system–functional magnetic resonance imaging analyses

As HF-HRV showed significant pain-evoked modulation (figure 1a), this index was used as the regressor of interest in the fMRI data analysis. The differential map resulting from the paired t-test between REST and PAIN conditions is reported in figure 2a, and the brainstem regions identified are shown in table 2. The significant clusters (Z > 2.3, P < 0.05) are overlaid on an average of individual functional BOLD images, previously normalized to MNI space. We also report the
Figure 2. (a) Differential map (PAIN–REST) for the HF-HRV/fMRI analysis of the entire (6 min) runs. Group maps are compared with graphical representations of brainstem nuclei as in the Duvernoy atlas [31] (white squares indicate the correspondence on the functional maps). A significant difference between REST and PAIN conditions was found in the pontine nuclei (Pn), the rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM) and the nucleus reticularis medullae oblongatae centralis, including the nucleus ambiguus (Rt/NAmb). (b) Normalized values of HF–HRV power (black line) and BOLD signal from Rt/NAmb (grey line) from a representative subject during a REST and a PAIN run. (c) Per cent signal change from the significant clusters showing a reduction in the negative correlation (Gi/RVM cluster) or a shift to positive correlation (Pn and Rt/NAmb clusters) during PAIN. Bar plot error bars represent s.e.m.

mean signal intensity response for both REST and PAIN, with an average per cent-change score extracted from a 2 mm radius sphere centred on the peak voxel of each significant cluster. These bar plots show which of the two conditions was driving the significant difference.

For the entire 6-min runs, compared with REST, we found that PAIN produced a reduction in the anti-correlation between HF-HRV and the fMRI signal in a cluster located in the upper medulla, presumably containing the rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM) including the gigantocellular nucleus (Gi) (based on reference atlases [31,32]). At the same time, a switch from anti-correlation to positive correlation was found in a lower medullary region, consistent with the
Table 2. HF-HRV/fMRI analysis: PAIN > REST-associated brainstem regions for the 6-min and the initial 2-min analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>brainstem region</th>
<th>side</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>Z-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-min analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pn</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>−30</td>
<td>−40</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pn</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−6</td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>−31</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVM</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>−40</td>
<td>−54</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rt/NAmb</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>−40</td>
<td>−62</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initial 2-min analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>−36</td>
<td>−30</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pn</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−5</td>
<td>−21</td>
<td>−29</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rt/NAmb</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−1</td>
<td>−41</td>
<td>−53</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr/DMNX/NTS</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−5</td>
<td>−42</td>
<td>−61</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same HF-HRV/fMRI differential map was then evaluated in the initial 2-min time window of the runs, when the HF-HRV power showed a significant reduction (figure 2b). Also in this case, a residual influence on brain activity during the initial 2 min of REST due to previous painful stimulation was first investigated through an ANOVA for repeated measures including the three consecutive HF-HRV/fMRI maps for each subject. No regions were identified by the analysis; therefore, we evaluated the HF-HRV/fMRI differential map using the initial 2 min of both REST and PAIN. The resulting map (figure 3, table 2) shows a partial overlap with the one obtained by analysing the entire run: significant clusters were found in Pn, in an upper-medullary region including Rt and NAmb, and in the lower medulla, encompassing Rt, NAmb, the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus (DMNX), nucleus gracilis (Gr) and the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS). Interestingly, a new cluster, not highlighted by the previous analysis, was also found in the upper portion of the pons, consistent with the locus coeruleus (LC). The anti-correlation between the HF-HRV power and the fMRI signal during REST is confirmed also within the initial 2-min window, as well as the reduction of this anti-correlation or shift to a positive correlative association during PAIN for specific brainstem nuclei (figure 3). No regions were identified by the REST > PAIN contrast, for both the 6-min and the initial 2-min analyses.

4. Discussion

Central autonomic control nuclei in the human brainstem have been difficult to evaluate. Our ultrahigh-field (7 T) fMRI study used a sustained pain stimulus to modulate ANS outflow and applied a combined fMRI/HF-HRV general linear model framework to evaluate putative brainstem nuclei that control and/or sense the cardiovagal modulation induced by deep pain. Physiological data analysis showed a significant reduction of parasympathetic activity (HF-HRV) during PAIN compared with REST runs. Moreover, the pain-induced reduction in HF-HRV was most prominent in the initial 2-min time window during this scan run, and this time frame was further evaluated to determine which brainstem nuclei were associated with reduced cardiovagal
Figure 3. Differential map (PAIN–REST) for the HF-HRV/fMRI analysis of the initial 2-min time window. Group maps are compared with graphical representations of brainstem nuclei from the Duvernoy atlas [31] (white squares indicate the atlas image correspondence on the functional maps). A significant difference between REST and PAIN conditions was found in pontine and medullary regions, including the locus coeruleus (LC) and nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS). Per cent signal change from the significant clusters shows a reduction in the negative correlation or a shift to positive correlation during PAIN. Bar plot error bars represent s.e.m.

Outflow. Analysis of the full 6-min scan run found a significant PAIN > REST contrast in several clusters consistent with the RVM, Rt/NAmb and Pn. Analysis of the initial 2-min period of the scan, when HF-HRV was most prominently reduced by PAIN, found a significant PAIN > REST contrast in clusters consistent with the previous 6-min result (Rt/NAmb, Pn), but also identified clusters consistent with DMNX/NTS as well as LC.
The brainstem regions implicated in supporting the cardiovagal response to pain in our study include different structures and nuclei known to be involved in autonomic and nociceptive functions from animal experiments. Both the 6-min and 2-min analyses identified a cluster in the lower pons, which was anatomically consistent with Pn. These nuclei project to the cerebellum and are believed to act as a relay station between the cerebrum and the cerebellum [33]. Furthermore, since Pn also receive projections from hypothalamic and limbic structures, it has been proposed that these connections play a role in the cerebellar contributions to specific cognitive tasks, as well as to the integration of emotional information in movement execution [34]. Recently, an fMRI study reported ventral pons activation ipsilateral to the location of pain in a patient with cluster headache, during typical pain attacks. Given the known projections of these nuclei, the authors hypothesized that Pn are also involved in pain avoidance as they are also associated with the activation of structures involved in motor function and reactive behaviour [35]. A second partially overlapping cluster extended longitudinally in the medulla, and encompassed different nuclei: its upper portion was consistent with RVM including the gigantocellular nucleus (Gi), while its lower portion was localized to the nucleus reticularis (Rt), including the NAmb. For the initial 2-min time window, a similar cluster also included the DMNX, nucleus gracilis (Gr) and NTS, which extends into the dorsolateral medulla. Interestingly, both NTS and Gr are known to receive nociceptive inputs, the former via the vagal nerve and spinal afferents, the latter from the dorsal column pathway [36]. Rt, and particularly its dorsal portion, has also been proposed as a primary pro-nociceptive centre in the brain’s endogenous pain modulatory system, integrating multiple excitatory and inhibitory functions for nociceptive processing [37,38]. On the other hand, NAmb and DMNX are both premotor nuclei implicated in the generation of autonomic response patterns evoked by physiological and various sensory stimuli [39]. Both of these nuclei are involved with efferent parasympathetic outflow and play a critical role in parasympathetic reflexes, accepting input from the NTS, which is the principal nucleus for incoming signals, particularly from the viscera via the afferent vagus nerve [40]. Finally, the RVM has been identified as one of the key endogenous pain modulatory areas of the brain, conveying descending pain modulatory influences from the periaqueductal grey to neurons located in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord [41,42]. Thus, it is conceivable that sustained pain stimulation linked pain processing in nociception-associated brainstem nuclei with autonomic response via known autonomic premotor nuclei in the medulla.

Interestingly, the initial 2-min time-window analysis identified another cluster, located in the right upper pons and consistent with the LC. LC is the main source of noradrenaline in the forebrain, and is implicated in autonomic regulation, with an excitatory influence on sympathetic outflow, and an inhibitory influence on parasympathetic outflow [43]. Importantly, the LC also plays a major role in the processing of pain, channelling nociceptive information to the somatosensory cortex and exerting an inhibitory influence on pain sensation [44,45]. Therefore, its involvement in the first minutes of pain stimulation could be interpreted as a coping mechanism in our healthy adult subjects, in an attempt to decrease the pressure-evoked pain sensation.

In both the 6-min and the initial 2-min analyses, we found that an anti-correlation between HF-HRV and the fMRI signal seen during REST was reduced, or even shifted to a positive correlation, during the sustained pain stimulus. In our previous ANS/fMRI study, where we used similar methods to evaluate the CAN response to visual nauseaogenic stimulation, this aversive stimulus increased anti-correlation in cortical areas such as the insula [16]. Such common anti-correlations, typically in neocortical regions, may be due to inhibitory links between the identified regions and premotor cardiovagal outflow nuclei (i.e. NAmb). The present brainstem-focused results, which demonstrated that evoked pain induced a positive correlation between the HF-HRV signal and brain activity in important ponto-medullary nuclei such as Pn, LC and most importantly NAmb, suggest that, under sustained nociceptive drive, NAmb activity became in-phase with HF-HRV power, possibly contributing to the decreased cardiovagal modulation induced by this stimulus. However, as NAmb is an elongated nucleus with a very small cross-sectional area in the axial plane (<1 mm²), future studies may need to push for an even better
spatial resolution and improved temporal resolution to definitely assess the association between NAmb activity and HF-HRV power. Indeed, the modelling of the association between HF-HRV and fMRI signal could be suboptimal, especially in terms of the specific haemodynamic response linking the two signals. Further research should thus explore more precise modelling of the neurovascular coupling/haemodynamic response, leading to a deeper understanding of pain-induced changes in ANS/fMRI analyses.

Interestingly, the two differential (PAIN—REST) analyses, one using the entire run (6 min, figure 2) and the other using the initial 2 min when HF-HRV reduction was most pronounced (figure 3), were partially overlapping, thus suggesting that (i) a 2-min period of data collection contains a high enough signal-to-noise ratio to perform such analyses and (ii) an early, stronger modulation of autonomic outflow may be driving the significant differences found in HF-HRV power and in ANS/fMRI analysis results for the entire 6-min data collection period. This finding also supports the reliability of the time-varying assessment of HF-HRV achievable by the point-process framework, which is able to provide instantaneous estimates (at a temporal resolution matched to the BOLD acquisition time points) within windows as short as 2 min. This may not be true with other approaches, which are based on the assumption of quasi-stationarity across the entire time window, typically at least 1 or 2 min in duration. Thus, analysis of the initial 2-min time window, when autonomic outflow was most differentiated between REST and PAIN, supported the specificity of the brainstem nuclei involved as relevant to the control and sensory feedback of cardiovagal modulation by sustained pain stimulation.

Although the results yielded by the two analyses were quite similar, it should be noted that, when the analysis was focused on the specific time window characterized by greater cardiovagal reduction, the differential map demonstrated the involvement of other brainstem nuclei known to be involved in autonomic and nociceptive modulation, not identified when considering the entire length of the run. One possible reason for this result could be neurovascular response habituation to the nociceptive stimulus, leading to attenuation of the BOLD haemodynamic response for this longer time period. Alternatively, specific nuclei such as LC could show a more phasic response, which was only detectable in the initial stage of the stimulation.

While our study successfully identified cardiovagal-associated nuclei in the brainstem response to pain, several limitations should also be noted. The number of subjects was somewhat restricted, and even greater power with a larger cohort may have better identified other brainstem nuclei known from animal models to be related to both pain and cardiovagal outflow/autonomic control, such as the periaqueductal grey. Furthermore, brainstem nuclei typically have a very small cross-sectional area in the axial plane. As different individuals probably have slight differences in the exact location of these nuclei within the brainstem, even if the gross brainstem is perfectly aligned between individuals, and spatial resolution is optimized at ultrahigh-field MRI, spatial smoothing will still be necessary for any group analysis. Future studies may also explore individual subject analyses to further assess CAN physiology, non-invasively, in the human. Second, the anxiety ratings were assessed only at the end of each PAIN run, and not on consecutive 2-min time windows as with the pain intensity ratings. Therefore, it was not possible to control for a potentially increased anxiety level in the first 2 min. On the other hand, on average, subjects experienced only mild levels of anxiety (19.69 ± 22.25, mean ± s.d., on a scale ranging from 0 to 100), with a significant reduction in the second PAIN run. Thus, the contribution of anxiety level to the examined brainstem activity is likely to be limited. Finally, the pulse signal measured at the finger is about 300 ms delayed with respect to the constriction of the heart. Theoretically, this delay should be incorporated into the HRF convolution used for the HF-HRV GLM regressor to model the BOLD response in the brain. In practice though, this delay should not significantly affect the canonical BOLD HRF, which was used for this study and peaks approximately 5 s after the assumed neuronal activity. A delay (about 150 ms) also exists between vagal nerve activity and cardiac contraction via the sinoatrial node [46,47]. Thus, future modelling should (i) better estimate the HRF in the brainstem and (ii) explicitly account for all peripheral delays between neuronal activity and pulse pressure signal recording at the fingertip.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the motivation for conducting this study at 7 T was the increased sensitivity and resolution afforded by ultrahigh-field MRI compared with lower field strengths. Both image signal-to-noise ratio and T2* contrast increase with field strength, therefore the functional contrast-to-noise ratio increases dramatically with field strength [48]. This increased sensitivity to activation can be used to reduce voxel sizes to better sample the small nuclei of the brainstem. However, there are multiple experimental challenges at ultrahigh field strengths. One is increased image distortion in EPI—especially pronounced around air–tissue interfaces such as the oral cavity just anterior to the brainstem. This challenge was mitigated in this study through the use of accelerated parallel imaging [49,50], at the expense of some sensitivity. Another challenge that is particularly relevant to this study is the increased intensity of physiological noise fluctuations with increasing field strength [51]. Physiological noise generated by local magnetic field changes driven by the respiratory cycle are stronger close to the chest [52,53] and therefore are more pronounced in the brainstem than in the cerebral cortex. Fortunately, physiological noise contributions are suppressed in small voxels, where thermal noise dominates [51,54], and previous studies using larger voxels than those employed here demonstrated that approximately 10% of the total noise in the BOLD fMRI time series sampled from the nearby primary visual cortex could be explained by respiratory noise [53]; therefore, this noise source is not expected to contribute much to the total signal variability. A larger concern is the strong cardiac cycle-driven physiological noise, which is prevalent within voxels sampling the brainstem due to partial volume effects between the tissue and surrounding cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), where physiological noise is highest in the brain [55], and this can be a major confound in brainstem fMRI [56]. Smaller voxels also provide reduced partial volume effects that allow tissue signals to be separated from signals emanating from adjacent CSF, as has been demonstrated previously [57]. In this work, the physiological noise sources from within the CSF were explicitly avoided by masking the brainstem, and therefore were largely absent from the fMRI signals. This accurate masking was enabled in part by our use of an anatomical reference dataset with identical distortion to the BOLD fMRI data, namely the T1-weighted EPI. Thus our use of low-distortion, high-resolution fMRI acquisition—enabled by accelerated parallel imaging and the higher sensitivity provided at ultrahigh fields—provided fine sampling of the human brainstem while avoiding noise sources from the surrounding CSF regions.

In summary, successfully exploiting high spatial resolution fMRI and high temporal resolution HF-HRV estimation, this work presents the association between specific areas in the brainstem and pain-induced autonomic modulation. Results demonstrate the existence of a change in the relationship between parasympathetic outflow and numerous brainstem nuclei known to be involved in autonomic regulation and pain processing, mainly located in the medullary and pontine portions of the brainstem.
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